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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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fruicio
fruition s. f. pleasure or intense joy that a person feels to do something. disfrute.f. lively enjoyment in the good that one
posee.Complacencia, enjoyment in intense general.placer that feels by activity

frutado
Fruity fruity =. Delicate and aromatic wine that reminds the taste and smell of the fruit ( not necessarily to grape ).It is a
characteristic of the young wines and which disappears over time.

fua
The FUA, commonly known as Universal force applied, is really pure quantum energy generated in our body called
Manipura chakra third.

fucha
fucha EXCL (MEX ) ASCO

fucha
According to the basic canarismos of forthcoming dictionary, the word fucha is used on the island of Gran Canaria in the
following sense: ' kind of hoe that has shaped fork and used to take potatoes ''.

fucha
1.-Fucha ( 41 station;The simple station Fucha, is part of the system of mass transit in Bogotá TransMilenio, opened in
the year 2000.<br>2.-the Fucha River or Río San Cristobal is one of the rivers that flows through the city of Bogotá in
the Colombian Department of Cundinamarca. Born in the Páramo de Cruz Verde and empties into the Bogota River.

fucilanime
fucilanime is incorrectly written, and should be written as "coward" being its meaning:<br>fucilanime =
pusilanimepusilanime.   ( from lat. pusillanmis ).1. adj. Falto of mood and value to tolerate misery or to attempt big
things.

fucivoro
fucivoroaplicase the animal that is alimanta of algae

fuetazos
Plural of fuetazo.A blow received vigorously.Lash.

fuineta
It is an Aragonese Word ( fuina, dimin. fuineta ) Marten.  (Pre-Roman voice ).1 f. mammalian butcher, about three
Decimeters of long, small head, round ears, long neck, short legs, brown-haired by the back, Brown in the tail and white
on the throat and chest. It is nocturnal and very damaging, because it destroys the offspring of many useful animals.

fuiscas
Plural of fuisca. The Galician and Portuguese. faisca = spark.



funciones administrativas en educacion
It is the rational management of academic resources, as well as those materials that contribute to the success of the
educational objectives. It is a valuable process that guides the work of administrators

fundamentos de aislamiento
Fundamentals of thermal insulation for the home insulation allows you to keep your home a comfortable temperature
year round, and therefore consume less electricity. It is therefore important to know the materials you need and which
ones are best for each situation.

fureños
It comes from the word Darfur which means the land of the Fur Fur.Los, was a small African village.The Furenos, which
we will call them to understand us better, was a basically black people.

furica
In Mexico angry, very angry.

furniture en ingles que significa
English Spanish furnitureen furniture

fuyais
French fled Spanish fuyaisen

fuyingo
Japanese Spanish fuyingoen and Fu cannot

führertum
in German fuhrertumen Spanish soon ( m ) leadership.

gabetero
1.-Gabetero so is called the toilet used by women in their rooms<br>2.-To refer to a piece of furniture having drawers,
i.e. sliding drawers, type «Dresser» and not «gabetero». Probably, this error occurs under the influence of the 'Cabinet'
voice.

gabina de cochero
According to Alfredo Leyva, the Gabinas of Coachman inconsequential son:conversacion that said the Coachman with
his client. By extension nonsense, things that say no foundation. It is used as a throwing and cutting sentence against
someone who you just have something incredible, that one could describe as pollada. Those are gabinah from
Coachman do??

gafillas
gafillas is a diminutive of gafaGafa = sort of iron for suspending heavy objects.

gaidintu
gaidintu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gainditu" as meaning:<br>gaidintu = Basque gaindituen Spanish



gaindituen the

gaika
Santiago in euskeraTema in Spanish

gaire
Catalan Spanish Gaire.En much or very.

gairebé
Catalan Spanish gairebeen almost

gaizki esana
in eusera gaizki incorrectly said Spanish esanaen

galacto
galacto-o-galactpref.Milk: galactose.[From the Greek high-, gala, Galakt-, lechelechoso

galallo
galallo = galayogalayo m. prominence of rock peeled in the middle of a mountain.

galarreri
Ignacio Galarreri Espanola.de nationality profession labrador, arrived at the Argentina in the boat chilli having embarked
in Bordeaux.

galde erantzunak
In Basque galde-comments.In Spanish questions and answer.

galeones
Galleons were powerful and very slow destruction ships that could also be used for trade or war. Since the mid-16th
century became the ship's main trade of European Nations, and the further types of warships of small size were based
in its design.

galgas
Plural of gauge s. f.1 device in the form of thick stick that tight against the centerpiece of the wheel, serves as a brake
on the carros.2 instrument for measuring angles and longitudes.f. Large stone from a slope.Stone voladora.pl. Ingen.
mecan. Patterns consisting of blocks of hardened steel and very hard, two of whose faces are perfectly flat and
paralelas.galga ( the FR. gale, scabies ) f. sarna.galga 40 species; Flam. galg, beam ) f. stick attached to the ends of the
box of the truck, which serves as a brake.Litter or coffin.Instrument for measuring the clearance between two parts.

galgeando
Galgeando = Galgueando.

galguerias



plural of galgueriagalgueria.1. f coloq. Candy, Goody.

galiparda
Galiparda (41 ARG;   ( h. Halo Sunshine ) Cria.yegua Mare horse racing

gamarús
Gamarus = owl, tawny owl, OWL.

gambusero
Person in charge of the gambuza.

ganado escotero
Cattle that is at rest.

ganapanes
plural of ganapanganapan.  ( win and bread ).1 m. man who makes a living taking messages or transporting packages
of a point to otro.2. m. coloq. Rude and uncouth man.

ganarle por la mano
1.-Expression that is used to indicate that someone has won for a particular circumstance.<br>2. Anticipate him to do or
achieve something.

gandua
Andua is a village in the District of Patuakhali in the Bangladesh Barisal Division Central-South.

gangarro
cangarro-metal-2 pileup. Any damaged objects»

gangarro
Small bell of sheet iron which is put on the neck of the bulls guides so don't miss out on the rest of the cattle.

ganiana
Ganiana is a town located in Crete, Greece.

gantza
in Basque fat Spanish gantzaen

gañanes
plural laborers of Ganandicganan s. m.1 man who shows little courtesy and educacion.2 man who works in the field
under the orders of another person.                      m. labranza.fig.Hombre strong and rude waiter.

garabia



in Basque Spanish garabiaen crane

garabullos
Galician voice.Firewood dry and thin and the tip of the trees. Any sticks, or fire, or for something else.

garapena
in Basque Spanish garapenaen development

garbas
" garbas ": second-person singular present indicative of the verb " garbar ".  " garbas ": Plural of " garba " garba ( n.  )
bulk, bundle, sheaf, beam, mess, bunch, mostela

garbas
Garbas [aarbas] is a village in the administrative district of Gmina Filipów, in the County of Suwaaki, Podlaskie
Voivodeship, in North-Eastern Poland. [1] Is located some 8 km ( 5 miles ) to the East of Filipow, 18 km ( 11 miles )
Northwest of Suwaaki, and 122 km 40, 76 miles ) to the North of the regional capital Biaaystok.The village has a
population of 865.

gardamina
gardamina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cardamine" being its meaning:<br>gardamina = Cardamine
(Cardamine pratensis ). Cardamine of meadows, or Meadowsweet Cress; Bird beak; plant root lively, belonging to the
family of crucifers of Jussieu.

garridón
Augmentative in garrido,-da adj. Applies to the person who is young, strong and good-looking.Galan, beautiful. gentle.

garrochador
That stings the bull with the pole.

garrul
in latin garrulen Spanish talker

garuaba
verb garuar rain thin and slightly

garuaba
" garuaba; 34: first person singular preterite imperfect 40 copreterito ) indicative of the verb " garuar ".Meaning of "
garuar; 34: intr. Drizzle.

garva
garvaGrupo of alcoholics in rehabilitation of Valvanera (41 GARVA;. DIRECTION. C / Vélez Guevara, no. 8 would 1st.
C.P., 26005 - Logroño



gas mostaaz
Mustard gas was created by Fritz Haber in 1917 to harass and incapacitate the enemy and pollute the field of battle.

gasanapo
The bug, and as defined in the dictionary of the Spanish language ( both «»mistake that inadvertently let out who writes
or speaks», 1, ) as the dictionary key ( «»yerro or mistake committed in speaking or writing» 41-2; and the Spanish 40
Salamanca; «»material mistake committed by distraction when speaking or writing"3 ) can lead to funny situations or
even diplomatic tensions between States.

gasnapiran
gaznápiro, - ra adj./s. m. and f. Applies to the person who is clumsy or simple.OBS often used as an insult.'Re Hillbilly,

gastetxeak
gastetxeak is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gaztetxeak" as meaning:<br>gastetxeak = Basque
gaztetxeaken gaztetxeaken Spanish Youth

gastrointeritis
gastrointeritis = gastroenteritisLa gastroenteritis is a medical condition characterized by inflammation (  " - itis "  ) of the
gastrointestinal tract that is composed of the stomach (  " gastro " - ) and small intestine (  " " - ) integer. The main
symptoms are diarrhoea, vomiting, abdominal pain and calambres.1A worldwide, the majority of the cases in children
are caused by the rotavirus.2 in adults, the most common causes are the norovirus3 and the Campylobacter.4 there are
less common causes, such as other types of bacteria ( or their toxins ) and parasites. Its transmission can occur through
the consumption of improperly prepared foods or contaminated water, or through physical contact with infected people.

gatil
belonging or relating to the cat

gato leto
in Slovenian letoen Spanish cat years cat

gautxoriak
In Basque Spanish gautxoriakEn night

gaviotas en el huerto , temporal en el puerto
Because they then seek food substitute you can get in the troubled waters on Earth.

gazas
Loops, loops and knots.

gazi geza
in Basque gazi bittersweet Spanish gezaen

gaztetxeak
in Basque language gaztetxeaken Spanish Youth



gec
GEC is the leading consultancy on training and knowledge management for large businesses and organizations in
Spain. Develops training programs tailored, innovative solutions in e-learning, virtual communities and powerful tools of
management and administration of the training.GEC has extensive experience of more than 12 years in large-scale
projects and in different sectors such as banking, insurance, automotive, telco, utilities and farma.

gedrehen
gedreht {adjective}.In German gedreht {adj.} ( also: einäugig )In Spanish one-eyed {adj. m} .gedreht {adj.} ( also: schief,
krumm, verstaucht )In Spanish twisted {adj. m}.

geezy
someone who follows you everywhere and want to do what you do

gelatiniforme
gelatiniformeadj. having appearance of gelatin.Gelatin is a colloid mixture ( i.e. a semi-solid substance ) colourless,
translucent, brittle, tasteless, it is obtained from the collagen connective tissue from animals boiled with water

geldi geldi
in Basque stand Spanish geldien geldi

gemes
Gemes in Valencian = buds in Spanish

generalismo
Generalissimo is the term denoting a military rank to field marshal and Grand Admiral. That range was awarded in
historic times of an army or military commanders. The title was used, for the first time in history by Amenherkhepshef,
son of Ramsés II.

generos representativos de cianoficeas
Nostoc, anabena, gloeotrichia, merismopedia.

genitalidad
Sexuality is a partial view of sexuality, which refers only to the genitals, namely the sexual organs of both the man and
the woman.The term sexuality is a much broader concept that encompasses the three dimensions of the human person
( physical, psychological and spiritual ) Therefore, we cannot only with a partial vision of sexuality that human beings are
only genital and that therefore they are only objects of pleasure, on the other hand, we must understand that we are a
biunidad of body and soul and therefore with dignity.

genta
Charles Gérald Genta ( 1931 - 2011 ) He was a designer of Swiss Watch, known for his eponymous line of parts of time,
as well as his design work with other companies, such as IWC, Universal Geneve, Patek Philippe and Audemars Piguet,
among others. Christie's New York auction house called the work of Genta " the Fabergé watches " by, [1] and as "
watches more complicated and expensive in the world, " by The Wall Street Journal

genvino



genvino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "genuine" being its meaning:<br>genvino = genuinogenuino, na
adj. pure, without mixtures: own, natural, legitimate:

geolones
geolones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Galleon" being its meaning:<br>geolones = Galeonun
galeonesplural galeon is a boat sailing used since the beginning of the 16th century. Galleons were powerful and very
slow destruction boats which could be also used for trade or war. Since the mid-16th century became the ship's main
trade of European Nations, and the further types of warships of small size were based in its design.

geoma
Geotechnical, hydrographic and environmental studies.

geometria fractal
A fractal is a geometric object whose structure Basic, fragmented, or irregular, is repeated at different escalas.1 the term
was proposed by the mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot in 1975 and derives from the Latin fractus meaning broken or
fractured. Many natural structures are fractal. The key mathematical property of a genuinely fractal object is its fractal
metric dimension is a non-integer number.Although the term " fractal " It is recent, the objects today called Fractals were
well-known in mathematics since the beginning of the 20th century. The most common ways of determining what today
we call fractal dimension were established at the beginning of the 20th century in the heart of the theory of measure.

gerds
1.-In catalan Spanish gerdsEn gerberas<br>2.-Plural of GerdLa raspberry, raspberry or gerdonera (Rubus idaeus ) It is
a shrub in the family Rosaceae.

germenes
germs is incorrectly written, and should be written as "germs" being its meaning:<br>There is a group of organisms that
can make our body sick and are the germs.The germs are small disease-causing microorganisms. The germs are so
small, microscopic, that are entered into our system imperceptibly. In fact, we do not know that they have entered our
body until we have symptoms that indicate that we are attacking.

germoplasa
germoplasa = germoplasmaEl germplasm is the set of genes that is transmitted by reproduction to the offspring through
gametes or germ cells. The concept of germplasm is commonly used to describe the genetic diversity of wild and
cultivated plant species of interest to agriculture and, in that case, resembles the concept of genetic resource.

germos
For more than 50 years GERMOS has worked in the food industry in the field of the construction of the plant. Our
practice focuses on the areas of baking, smoking, cooking and cool. Our long experience with our products and our
customers needs has led to, among other products, as well as to give service to Innova clementines. We are convinced
that the best technique requires also the best service. The only way that we can implement the highest possible hygiene
standards and create added value for our customers. Our method of vapor smoke not only is used around the world, but
is supervised around the clock by our people personally. Our commitment with quality and experience in the industry are
key factors of success GERMOS.

gerogogia
The Gerogogía is based on four assumptions, taking into account the adult Apprentice: self-concept, experience,
willingness to learn and the prospects and orientation of the aprendizajeLa gerogogía is an opportunity and a right that



has permanently internalize human which make their personal fulfillment through a cientifico-preventivo knowledge of its
comprehensive life cycle.

gerogogia
The Gerogogía is based on four assumptions, taking into account the adult Apprentice: self-concept, experience,
willingness to learn and the prospects and orientation of the aprendizajeLa gerogogía is an opportunity and a right that
has permanently internalize human which make their personal fulfillment through a cientifico-preventivo knowledge of its
comprehensive life cycle.

gerontrocia
gerontrocia = gerontrofiaLos grandparents who do not support that that Word is pronounced or by same grandchildren
are suffering from gerontrofia or fear of growing old.

gesto relfejo
gesture relfejo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "reflex gesture" being its meaning:<br>gesture relfejo =
gesture reflejoa Flehmen response, also called Flehmen position, or the Flehmen reaction, ( from German flehmen - of
animals, which means creasing the upper lip ) is a particular type of stroke retraction in the lip in ungulates, cats, and
many other mammals, which facilitates the transfer of chemical odorants in the vomeronasal organ, or Jacobson. In the
reaction or reflection of Flehmen, animals retracted his lips in a way that they seem to be doing a grin. This gesture is
adopted to help expose the vomeronasal organ and attract the molecules of smell to it.

gewogen an
In German gewogen an. In heavy Spanish with.

gezzy
Download the new mixtape Gezzy aka Mr Franglish "The Franglish Prototype ". Collective Parisian Gang Brownie Dubz
rapper has more than one great mixtape, is a concept. A French and American rap my my, with rapper is only!All "The
prototype Franglish " It is produced by the talented Richie and Beats. There are many prestigious, offering artists as still
fresh, S.pri black, Mr. November Skreally Boy, Alpha Wann ( 1995 41, Pink Tee, MV ( Brownie Dubz ) or Debeing of the
Instituto.Gezzy that we had already made three clips.   "34 DNA; with still fresh, " This is a shit " and " better than you (J)
''RAP.   "

gélico
It is a unit of soil, permafrost within 200 cm. from the ground surface.

giltza hitz
in Basque Spanish hitzen giltza keywords

gine
English Spanish gineEn engine

ginoso
ginoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "giboso" as meaning:<br>ginoso = gibosogiboso, sa adj. and s.
hunchback, having giba.



gioves
plural of gioveUbicacionesCon 3 locations in Connecticut, Giove Pizza Kitchen prides itself on fast and courteous,
friendly personal service experienced, and the freshest ingredients of the highest quality available.

gipsoteca
Gipsoteca comes from the Greek and means place of plasters. It is the name he used to designate ancient works
reproduced sets following the draining system. In the corridors of the school of Arts and design of Logroño kept the last
remnants of a very important gipsoteca, part of the Museum of reproductions what occupied the left wing of the Institute
Sagasta, building in which our school was installed for the first time in his day.

girigai
girigai is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gibberish" being its meaning:<br>girigai = guirigayguirigay s. m.
screaming and confusion that results when several people speak at the same time or in a very loud voice: in the class
only the din of children could be heard.

glamoroso
Meaning of glamorous adj. glamorous. The glamour or glamor is an anglicism (AC. 2001 ) that it designates a type of
very elegant and sophisticated beauty that was characteristic of some female stars of Hollywood in 1930, 1940 and
1950. ...

glamoroso
glamorous, sa.1. adj. glamorous.

glifo de tultitlan
Glyph of Tultitlán is the prehispánico symbol that identified and continues by identifying the population. It is represented
with some variations in the Codex Mendocino, Osuna, Huichapan, Quinatzin and also in a 16th century stone relief; the
latter located on the fence of the parish of Tultitlan. The glyph that has been most used in recent years is the Mendocino
Codex, which is made up of a few teeth and long tule leaves. These give the syllable tlan, meaning " place among
cattails ".

globulos
blood cells = plural of globuloglobulo s. m.1 cell of round or oval shape located in different body fluids of animals,
especially in the blood. do white colorless cell from the blood of vertebrate animals that defend the body from infections.
Leukocyte. red blood of vertebrate animals cell that contains hemoglobin, which gives it its vivid red color, and is
responsible for transporting oxygen to all parts of the body and picking up carbon dioxide. erythrocyte, hematie.2 small
size with spherical body.

glock
The Glock, sometimes called by its manufacturer Glock "Safe Action " Pistol (41 Glock safe action pistol; is a series of
semi-automatic pistols designed and manufactured by the manufacturer Glock Ges.m.b.H. Deutsch-Wagram, Austria.
The founder of the company, the engineer Gaston Glock

glotonar
glotonar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "glotonear" as meaning:<br>glotonar = glotonearcomer in excess
and greed.



glucoproteinas
The multiadhesivas glycoproteins, also known as glycoproteins glycoproteins not linked to proteoglycans and collagen
are not structural and regulatory proteins of the small cartilago.1descripcionson proteins that act between chondrocytes
and cartilage extracellular matrix. Cartilage hyaline man found several proteins, including Annexin V ( also called
ancorina IIC ) that acts as a recipient of collagen and proteins of chondrocytes, Tenascin and Fibronectina2 setting

gmail
Gmail, called Google Mail 40 elsewhere;Austria and before in Germany - until 2012 - and United Kingdom - until 2009 - )
by legal problems, 1 is a service of electronic mail with POP3 and IMAP free possibilities provided by the U.S. company
Google, Inc. on April 15, 2004 and that has captured the attention of the media for its technological innovations, their
capacity, and by some news that warned of the violation of the privacy of the users. After more than 5 years, the Gmail
service, along with Google Calendar, Google Docs ( now integrated into Google Drive ) Google Talk and Google Buzz (
closed ) July 7, 2009, they let their quality of Beta and went on to be considered finished products. In November 2012,
Gmail was able to overcome a Outlook ( the most widely used until that date 41 e-mail service; in terms of number of
registered users ( 41 globally; with a total of 287,9 million users

gnosticos
" called Gnostic " the " 34 gnosis;   ( 41 knowledge; since claimed having secret knowledge obtained from the Apostles
and not disclosed but his group elite, the enlightened ones able to understand these things. They taught the secret
knowledge of the divine while the doctrine of Orthodox Christianity was affordable to all.Many Gnostic groups were
Christians, so it caused a huge confusion. Therefore, the Church had to confront errors of Gnosticism and differentiate
them from true Christianity. Since its origins, the Gnostic beliefs were rejected by Christians for being a dangerous
falsification of the Gospel. Among the numerous Christian writers of the first centuries who fought Gnosticism are:
Ireneo, origins, Justino, Hippolytus and Augustine.

gnosticos
" called Gnostic " the " 34 gnosis;   ( 41 knowledge; since claimed having secret knowledge obtained from the Apostles
and not disclosed but his group elite, the enlightened ones able to understand these things. They taught the secret
knowledge of the divine while the doctrine of Orthodox Christianity was affordable to all.Many Gnostic groups were
Christians, so it caused a huge confusion. Therefore, the Church had to confront errors of Gnosticism and differentiate
them from true Christianity. Since its origins, the Gnostic beliefs were rejected by Christians for being a dangerous
falsification of the Gospel. Among the numerous Christian writers of the first centuries who fought Gnosticism are:
Ireneo, origins, Justino, Hippolytus and Augustine.

gobela
Gobelas or Gobela River is a river of Vizcaya, Spain. Born in barrels and empties into the basin of Udondo on the right
bank of the estuary of the Nervion - Ibaizabal ( the ría de Bilbao ) in Lejona, near Axpe, Erandio, after 9 km.It is a very
polluted river, due to the abundance of industry in your environment, and which runs through heavily populated areas.

gogoratzea
in Basque Spanish gogoratzeaen to remember

goi behean
In Basque goi behean.In Spanish from top to bottom.

goiizalde
goiizalde = goizaldeGoizaldeNombre of beautiful Basque origin which means: aurora, dawn.



goiuri
The waterfall of Gujuli ( or Goiuri. ) It is a vertical jump of more than 100 m high which has the Oiardo Brook near the
town of Gujuli, in the Urkabustaiz municipality in the province of Álava (Spain ) about 30 km northwest of Vitoria-Gasteiz,
on the road linking Orduña with Murguia.cascada of Gujuli, almost dry in the waterfall flow veranoEl is practically
non-existent during the summer, being the best times to enjoy it the spring and fall. Oiardo Brook is a tributary of the
river Altube, which in turn flows into the river Nervión.

golas
golas = plural of golagola f. Garganta.Pieza of the ancient armor which defended the throat.Ruff (adorno).Close a port or
river mouth.Plaza entrance to the stronghold, or away from the angles of the flancos.arq. Molding whose profile has the
figure of a S.

golas
golas = plural of golaSe called gola of delicate tissue than ruffles trim or bend was used by men and women around the
neck, especially during the 16th and 17TH centuries. This attachment of the usual, typical of well-to-do costume, can be
seen in countless pictures of monarchs and characters of the concerned centuries.

golden rain
English golden rainen Spanish Golden rain

golfos apandadores
The Beagle Boys (Bad guys in Latin America and the Beagle Boys in English ) are Scrooge McDuck or Uncle Scrooge
adventures of fictional characters. They are a gang of criminals who try to constantly Rob Scrooge McDuck and were
created by Carl Barks

golpazo y batacazo
Blow strong and with DIN that any person gives when it falls. Unexpected fall of a State or condition. Am. MER.
Unexpected triumph of a horse in a race. Give the thud. Am. MER. Any other triumph or lucky and amazing
happening.Costalada, swipe, porrada, whack, whack.

gomecismo
Juan Vicente Gómez Chacón was a Venezuelan dictator that, as such, ruled his country's totalitarian way from 1908
until 1935.

gomeles
gomeles = Plural of " gomel ".Gomel " meaning of 34:1. adj. gomer.  (Gomer (O¹¼þ¶e, Standard Hebrew, Tiberian
Hebrew, Gomer Gomer, pronounced [aome] ) He was the son of Japheth ( and the jafetica line ) father of Ashkenaz,
Rifat, and Togarmah, according to 34th; Table of the 34 Nations; in the Hebrew Bible, ( Genesis 41 10;.The eponymous
Gomer, " standing for the family-" as the compilers of the Jewish encyclopedia expressed that, [1] also mentioned in
book of Ezekiel 38:6 as the ally of Gog, the Chief of the land of Magog.  )

goño
Gono is incorrectly written, and should be written as "goni" being its meaning:<br>Gono = Gonigoni or Valley of Goñi
(Gonerri or Gonibar in Basque ) It is a Valley and a composite Spanish municipality of the region of Navarre, situated in
the merindad of Estella, in the basin of Pamplona ( according to zoning Navarra 2000 ) and 30 km from the capital of the
community, Pamplona.



good day en español
Nice day

google
Google Inc. is an American multinational company specializing in products and services related to Internet, software,
electronic devices and other technologies. The main product of Google is the search engine for content on the Internet
of the same name, although it also offers other services such as an e-mail service called Gmail, its services maps
Google Maps and Google Earth, the web site of YouTube videos, other utilities web as Google books or Google News,
Google Chrome web browser, Google social network. On the other hand, he leads the development of the operating
system based on Linux, Android, smart phones and tablets-oriented and it is currently working on a project of glasses of
augmented reality, the Google Glass, fiber optic service; Google Fiber and in autonomous vehicles. There are also other
projects as the Loon Project.

google dictionary
Google dictionary was an online Google dictionary service, originating in its Google Translate service.Google dictionary
web site ended on August 5, 2011 after part of its functionality is integrated into Google Search using the define:
operator.

google tradutor
free service Google online translation translates web pages and text instantly. This translator supports: Spanish,
German, afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic,...

googleplay
androidmarket = google payGoogle Play ( before Android Market ) a platform for digital distribution of applications is
mobile devices with Android operating system, as well as an online store developed and operated by Google. This
platform allows users to browse and download applications ( developed by Android SDK ) music, books, magazines and
films. Also mobile devices as computers Chromebook, can purchase smart phones Nexus, Google Chromecast, among
others

gorbiz
gorbiz or gorbizo.  (Perhaps from * grobeza, junction of Heath, and the ast. godoxu, undergrowth of Heather ).1. f Ast.
Heath

gorgonas
plural of gorgonaEn Greek mythology, a Gorgon ( in ancient Greek ³ Gorgi or ³ a³i a³i½ Gorgin, do terrible do )?? It was
a ruthless female monster at the same time that a protective deity from the most ancient religious conceptions. His
power was so great that anyone who tried to look at it was petrified, so his image was in all kinds of places, from
temples to wine kraters, to promote their protection. The Gorgon wore a belt of serpents, interwoven as a buckle and
confronted each other.Later myths stated that there were three gorgons and Medusa, Stheno and Euryale, and had the
only mortal of them, Medusa, poisonous snakes instead of hair as punishment by the goddess Athena. This image
became particularly famous, while the Gorgon appears in written older records of the religious beliefs of the ancient
Greece, such as in the works of Homero.La gorgona occupied the principal place of the pediment of a temple in Corfu. It
is the oldest stone motion of Greece, being dated c. 600 BC

gorolla
Gorillas ( genus Gorilla ) they are herbivorous primates that inhabit the forests of central Africa. It is the largest of the
living primates. Their DNA is composed of 3.041.976.159 base pairs encoding 20.962 protein genes compounds
237.216 exones.1 your DNA is 97% 98% equal to the human, being the closest to this after the two chimpanzee



species.

gota de sebo
Screw head which has a slightly oval head and the surface of taper.

gotea
Dripping v. intr.1 dropping a liquid drop to drop. do v. impersonal2 some drops so little intense when you start raining.?

governador de monterilla
Governador de monterilla is incorrectly written and should be written as "Governor of monterilla" being its
meaning:<br>Governador de monterilla = Governor is monterillam. desp.Mayor of a town

gozokia
in Basque Spanish sweet gozokiaen

gozosos
plural of gozosogozoso,-sa adj.1 applies to the person who feels joy for a cosa.2 that produces joy.

grafoscopia
It is the discipline that deals with the examination of the graphics in order to establish the authenticity of the graphic
origin of signatures or manuscripts, determines the technique of counterfeiting and identifies the author of it. Determine
the graphic origin after a thorough analysis and technical, not always the hand that drew is used as means of graphic
expression can be any member of the body and thus sufficient elements of confrontation become a historical truth.

gramales
1.-land covered with grass.<br>2.-Plural of gramal.

gramas
Plural of grass. Wild grass short, flat and sharp leaves and flowers to Tang, coming at number three or five at the end of
the stems crawling; It is used in medicine.

gramil de metal
Gauges an instrument of measuring path used in metrology and quality control, laboratories for all kinds of layout in
parts as for example axes of symmetry, centers for drills, excesses of machining etc.    It consists of a main column,
which is graduated in centimeters and millimeters, which slides the liner marking which incorporates a few precision
verniers. The tip of the marking gauge is of hard metal.

graminivora
Graminivorous, eating grass, who live in the grass.

graphein
It is worthwhile to draw on Greek graphein meaning " write " or " paint "The word " 34 photography; was coined by the
scientist Sir John FW Herschel in 1839 ( in spite of that had been coined separately by Hércules Florence in 1834.  )
And is actually is derived from two Greek words: "Photos " that means light and " graphein " What sweepstakes.



grasura de un animal
Called animal fat fats obtained from animals within which the most important are tallow, lard and chicken fat.

grataje
Grataje comes from Grattage. (  " shaved " in French, ) It is a technique of Surrealist painting where painting emerges
from the fabric through tears, when you take it to the skin and refers to an injury by grataje is that it was made by much
scratching.

gravamenes
Plural of assessment.Latin men grav, a lien is a load ( a duty, tax or tribute that is applied to a property, a flow or a well
and the use that is made of these ). Referred to as tax rate to the rate that applies to taxable and that assumes the tax
fee. This rate can be fixed or variable and is expressed by a percentage.

gravas
gravel = plural of gravaEn geology and in construction, it is called gravel to rocks of size between 2 and 64 mm. They
can be produced by the human being, in which case it is often called «stones» or «lime», or the result of natural
processes. In this case, moreover, usual wear and tear caused by movement in the riverbeds have generated rounded
forms, in which case it is known as Boulder. There are also cases of natural gravel which are pebbles.

graznando
shrieking of graznar v. intr. Squawks issue certain aves.intr. Give shouts some birds, such as the Crow, Rook, etc.

greates
greates = greatesten English Spanish greatesten more

green beans
Green beans.

gregüescas
Feminine of breeches or breeches m. pl. Calzones wide baggy covering below the knee.

grimar
1.-grimar = grimagrima s. f.1 unpleasant sensation that occurs in the teeth to eat bitter substances, hear squeaky
sounds or touching certain objects: set on edge<br>2.-grimar = of grima anger, disgust, or produced by a thing worth.

grupo proposicional
Prepositional groups introduced by " " There are indirect complements, the indirect complement is introduced by the
preposition to

guacamayos
At the beginning of the 19th century, during the war of independence, the city of Cadiz, (Spain ) It was militarised due
along with the island of Leon ( current San Fernando ) they were only the peninsular Spain territories free of the French
occupation.Distinguished volunteer soldiers were popularly known for macaws, due to the colours of their uniforms.
Other military groups defending the town were known by the people as: the lechuguinos, the perejiles and the
Canaanites.



guacamayos
The lick or macaws (Ara spp.  ) they are a genus of birds in the family of parrots (Psittacidae ) of the order of the
Psittaciformes, comprising 14 species ( six of them extinct ) of American origin, dwelling from the jungles of Mexico to
the northeast of Argentina, approximately. They feed on insects and berries and live in trees.Recognize 17 species of
macaws ( 23, if you consider the extinct ) divided in 6 genera, being the most numerous genus ( Ara originally this genus
contained all other species, and in some books and sites still figure as a single genre ).

guachamin
Guachamin, is a character Felix, created in 2005, with the intention of communicating outside the nightclub in the
Alejandro de Humboldt Natural Monument; better known as "The cave of Guacharo " historical site, located north of
Monagas state, in the northeastern region of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

guadario
The Marquis of Guadiaro is a Spanish noble title created by King Alfonso XII on January 30, 1875 in favour of Carlos
Larios and Martínez de Tejada, I count Pontifical de Larios, Senator of the Kingdom. Its name refers to the Guadiaro
River, which runs through the provinces of Malaga and Cadiz, in Andalusia. This family belongs to the ancient and
illustrious Solar de Tejada.

guaguanco
The guaguancó is a rhythm that originated in Cuba, especially in Havana, coinciding with the abolition of slavery in the
island in 1886. The guaguancó is one of the forms of rumba and contains a fusion of various Afro-Cuban profane rituals.

guaguita en quichua
diminutive guaguaPalabra derived from the quechua ( ancient language of the inca Empire ) that in some areas of the
Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Chile, Bolivia and Argentina, means child or infant.

guaitary
The sanctuary is located in the Canyon of the Guáitara River, in the Township of Las Lajas in the municipality of Ipiales,
seven km from the municipal head city, in the Department of Nariño, (Colombia ) and 10 km from the border with the
Ecuador.

gualotuña
Deportesgualotuna triumphed in career Pedestrecesar can't be records of Pichincha had a spectacular duel with
Washington Tenorio of Cotopaxi and Edgar Chancusig of the Club Lynx, but beat claw and effort the athlete of
Pichincha.

guamichon
guamichon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lining" being its meaning:<br>guamichon = Guarnicionadorno
which is put on an object, a fabric or a wallpaper and is made of a distinto.2 material. Set of soldiers which is intended in
a fixed or permanent way in a population or a place to defend it or protect it.

guangu
Guangu is in Fujian, Southeast China

guapulo
guápulo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Guápulo" being its meaning:<br>guápulo = Guapuloes a



traditional neighborhood of Quito, situated on a small plateau in the hills that separate the urban Quito of the valleys. In
the administrative division applied to the Metropolitan District of Quito, Guápulo is included within the area of Zonal
Administration Center - "Manuela Saenz ". It extends along the route of Orellana that since the Avenue González
Suárez to calle de los Conquistadores, constitutes one of the main entrances to this place from the northern area of the
city.The main plateau is located the Church of our Lady of Guápulo, building of the 16th century, which has a rich artistic
and cultural value. They worked here featuring the famed Quito School artists like Miguel de Santiago, Diego de Robles,
Nicolás Xavier Gorívar, Manuel de Samaniego, among others.

guaracho
GUARACHO.m. Hond. Damaged hat.

guaraní taragui
Taragüi is the Guaraní name of the city of Corrientes, which has its origin in features lizards which abundantly populated
and inhabit the cliffs and riverbanks of the place of the seven streams.

guardaja
Mata's hair.

guardaja
Long hair.

guarime
guarime ( of * warem, s. m. sing.  ) * b > b·   (  > g· = 41 w; by 40 labialization; and correspondence regulation )1 Go.
DeSUS. Bot. Name of plant. It may be of two island endemics: do wild Rue do (Route 41 ramosissima; or do incense do
(Artemisia thuscula ). Expr. t.: guareme. CF. Ahenguareme.

guarime
Taino Guarimeamericavoz referring to corn bread.

guarreados
34, guarreados ": masculine plural participle of " guarrear ".Meaning of " " guarrear: tr. Dirtying, soiling. Also prnl.:

guarros
plural piggy from guarroguarro,-rra adj.1 fam. Who are dirty or need cleaning: takes the car very piggy. adj./s. m. &amp;
fam. f.2? Applies to the person who does not care personal cleanliness or hygiene or cleaning of the things surrounding
it. pork. s. m. and domestic mammalian Animal f.3 of thick body, short legs, flat and rounded snout and short tail;? their
meat is used to eat and prepare sausages. pork.

guarros
Piggy, population of Almeriaen the foothills of sierra nevada, on a slope more than 1000 metres above sea level,
beautiful views.Parties: Killing - hams of granada. This beautiful tradition has been lost by the progressive abandonment
of the village.History: Picturesque town of mid-mountain, formerly important producer of typical products, now a couple
of houses, and a thermal water swimming pool.

guas



guas = plural of guagua m. hole making the boys on the floor to play by pulling the balls or marbles.That game.

guasarapiento
guasarapiento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gusarapiento" as meaning:<br>guasarapiento =
gusarapientogusarapiento, ta.1. adj. That you have gusarapos or is full of ellos.2. adj. Very unclean or corrupted.

guatel
GUATEL was between 1974 and [[2005] the only company of telephony of Guatemala, until telephone services and this
is released sold its rights to Telgua for 80% of the country's telephone network management.] The decline of Guatel
came with the entrance of new companies such as Telefonica and Comcel/Tigo. The company remains in State
ownership.

guatu cun maduwi
back with espinosa espinasespalda

guaviare
Guaviare is one of the 32 departments in Colombia. It was created on July 4, 1991 by the new Constitution policy of
Colombia. Until that day was a national territory with character of police station, which had been segregated from the
then also Commissioner of the Vaupés, on December 23, 1967.

guavirence
guavirence is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guaviarence" as meaning:<br>guavirence = guaviarence
guaviarence, native of guaviare Department of Colombia.

guaytambo
guaytambo = guaitamboel guaitambo or guaytambo is a traditional fruit of Ambato and telling to people born in that city "
Amazonas " up to contributions from different dictionaries that required that the name guaitambo would come from an
indigenous voice and would have two meanings that apply, the first: the name of a delicate fruit, a variety of
white-fleshed peachalso known as the opener, and the second: to an adjective used colloquially in the Ecuador to refer
to ambateno ( the natives of the city of Ambato, capital of the province of Tungurahua, )

guaza
GUAZA Sta. Cruz de Tenerife |  1,898 Inhabitants GUAZA Tenerife Aronalocalidad.

gubias
gouges = plural of gubiaLa gouge is a chisel notch used by carpenters, the carvers and other professionals of the wood
for the delicate works. It can also refer to an instrument used by surgeons in surgery.

gueleculos
plural of gueleculoInsulto that is said about the vague and lazy person.

guess who
Gues who = who's who?, in Spain, ) It is a game of guessing for two players, first manufactured by Milton Bradley in the
early 1980s.



guetear
guetear is incorrectly written and it should be written as "crawling" being its meaning:<br>guetear = gateargatear intr.
Andar a gatas: the child is already crawling.    Climb like cats.

guetta
David Pierre Guetta3 (Paris, France, on November 7, 1967 ) better known as David Guetta, 4 5 is a disc jockey of
electronic music and French record producer, specializing in sound electropop and dance.

gueyes
gueyes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gueyes" as meaning:<br>gueyes = gueyesplural of Gueyguey,
huey, wey, or only we are a mexicanismo originally used as an insult, but that also is commonly used to refer to any
person without having to call it by its name and that applied equally to the male to the female gender. In Mexican slang,
dude may refer to stupid, friend, enemy, upset, brave and a myriad of terms that may be contradictory.

guga
Gustavo Kuerten (Guga )   (Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, Brazil; 10 of September of 1976 ) It is a Brazilian ex. Was no.
1 in the ATP rankings for 43 weeks between end-2000 and end of 2001,1 becoming the second Latin-American history
in reaching the Summit of tennis once Marcelo Ríos got it two years before.2 is recognized for 3 times the tournament of
Roland Garros; in 1997 with only 20 years and seed N ° 66 ranking, in 2000, and in 2001.3 also won the ATP World
Tour Finals of 2000, and won five Masters 1000 tournaments added at the other end 5. Also achieved 4 titles ATP 500
and 7 titles ATP 250 totaling 20 titles ATP.4 is considered one of the 3 best American players of history along with
Guillermo Vilas and Marcelo Ríos, 5 as well as one of the best players on the all-time clay courts

guigen
Guilin ( Chinese: pinyin: Guilin, old transcription: Kweilin, read: Cuilin ) It is a ciudad-prefectura in the autonomous region
of Guangxi Zhuang, People's Republic of China. Located on the banks of the li River. Its area is 27.809 km2 and its total
population is 4.7 million.

guignon
Guignon m ( plural guignons )      (Persistent ) bad luck

guijarros
Small stones worn away by erosion.

guilar
The Virgin of the Guilar is a monument in the municipality of Argelaguer protected as cultural asset of local interest.

guindolero
from guindolearGUINDOLEAR: give public something objects, dresses, news etc., to brag about.

guirrita
guirrita is incorrectly written, and should be written "guerrita" being its meaning as:<br>guirrita = guerritaRAFAEL war
BEJARANO, "Guerrita "Despite the criticisms, Guerrita was exceptional within the arena, unsurpassed in the banderillas,
powerful with the crutch and accurate with the sword



guisalle
Town in the province of Lugo. I tell people, but it is actually only a small village of no more than one dozen houses.

guisqueria crucigrama
whisky Crossword is incorrectly written, and should be written as "whisky" being its meaning:<br>whisky =
guiqueriaguisqueria.1. f establishment serving whiskey and other spirits.

guitite
guitite is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guitite" as meaning:<br>guitite = guitite scientific name: Acnistus
arborescensFamilia: maximum SolanaceaeAltura: 10 mAltitud which is: 700-1500 m.a.s.l.        This species is common
in deforested areas at intermediate altitudes along the Pacific slope and is very common in the central Valley, where it is
usually spread to serve as a substrate for orchids.  It is ideal to attract birds since its fruits are eaten by more than 40
species of birds.  The fruits have been traditionally used for anticancer purposes and some studies have shown effects
to combat tumors.

guizara
1.-guizara = of low class guizaPersona, qe is dressed in cenabastos clothes.<br>2.-The Dominican Pepublica
population in the province of Higuey

gulistraba
Gulistraba = julistraba. Caló term.In Spanish snake.

gunda
1.-Gunda is a genus of moths of the family Bombycidae ( 41 silk moths. It is above all a gender East, which is located in
the India, China and Southeast Asia.<br>2.-Feminine name of Germanic origin.

gunfia
1 f. Biol. Claw or paw of the gargoyles of stone that some collectors keep as an amulet. Only acquires the character of
gunfia that claw that has been uprooted without damaging the rest of the leg of the animal and that is preserved intact,
without further modifications.

gungo
Our peas Gung cleaned thoroughly to remove any impurities to provide you with the highest quality. Gung peas are also
known as the pigeon peas and are a great source of fiber and nutrients. In Indian food cooked with a range of spices
and ingredients to create an authentic curry Indian, popular among vegetarians.

gurasoak
in Basque language gurasoaken Spanish parents

gurdia
Gurdia is a perfect company to move you on the day of your wedding. This gettin have a service of elegant and
comfortable to promptly reach every special moment. High-end cars and classics that you can enjoy the party.

gurei
in Basque Spanish gureien our



gurina
in Basque Spanish gurinaen butter

gurisita
A new species of Gurisita Casal, 40-1970;Hymenoptera: Mutillidae, 41 Sphaeropthalminae; ArgentinaGurisita ruthae,
Argentina, female new species, is described and illustrated. Do you have any illustrations, information on variability
intraespeci? ca and new records for Gurisita matrera Casal, the only previously described species in the genus.

gurtza askatasuna
In Spanish the freedom of worship in euskera durtza askatasuna

gusanos en la cabeza
They find a girl with 150 worms head at garupa| The youngest was derived to the Posadas Hospital of Pediatrics, after
being found in the neighborhood Santa Clara 3 of the mentioned locality. 6-year-old sister also interned, who almost lost
his two feet because of the serious infections that caused the worms. It's the known would do 40 sprints;Tunga
penetrans ) i.e. the fleas that are introduced under the human skin to develop feeding on human tissue

gutako
We in Basque.

gutxi guztia
in Basque language gutxi Spanish guztiaen all

güeltre
m. money

güeñas
plural of guenaguena.   ( of bohena ).1 f. rur. Hues. Inlay compound of the viscera of the pig, except liver, and some fat
waste of other charcuterie meats, all chopped and marinated with garlic, paprika, pepper, clove, salt, oregano and other
spices.

güisaro
guisaro. 1. m. C. rich. Wild, of the family of the Myrtaceae shrub, which has medicinal uses.

ha enseñado
taught, da adj. Educado, accustomed to something.    Be used with adverbs well or mal.ensenar tr.? Make someone
learn something: teaching to read.    Give example or warning: this will teach you to not telling lies.    Show or explain
something: taught me his house.    Let see one thing involuntarily: taught the navel.    Indicate, giving signs of one thing:

haber pisado alguien buena &#40;o mala&#41; hierba
having stepped on a good or weed slang 1.  Salle one good or bad things.  2.  Be a person of good or bad mood. feel or
see one grow or birth colloquial grass is used to refer with admiration for a person of great insight or understanding fast.

haber pisado alguien buena o mala



having stepped on a good or bad grass 1. Get one right or wrong the cosas.2. Be a person of good or bad mood.

habida cuenta
view cuentaEsa expression necessarily governs the preposition of, or is complete would be: taking account of...Is strictly
equivalent to taking into account... and like a as a result of... / by cause of...; both these and this thread are followed by
the wording of the thing or things to be considered in the argumentation refer to that. I would say that you used mainly in
written language of certain formality, at least.Examples:

habital
Habitat is a real estate agency specializing in the real estate sector in Sabadell. With a large real estate portfolio in
Barcelona, Habitat is a company with a solid presence in the real estate market in Sabadell.

habitos
Customs. Forms of behavior that is acquired by the repetition of the same events.

habían
There are v. auxiliar1 is used to form the compound times and indicates that the action, the process or State expressed
by the verb has completed. do v. impersonal2 exist or may be present in a lugar.3 take place or happen one thing.

hacer de su capa un sayo
Act with absolute freedom, without accountability to nobody's own powers.

hacer explícito
"It is a way of making explicit the wish of society financing and improvement of the quality of education will become a
policy of State, beyond political parties and changes of Government " Clarin said Education Minister Daniel Filmus.

hacer piche
Peeing

hacer un mutis
Voice used in the theatre to make a player to withdraw from the scene.Act of retiring from the scene, or elsewhere.Voice
used to impose silence or to indicate that a person remains silent.Leave the scene or another place discreetly.Remain
silent.

hacerbo
hacerbo is incorrectly written, and should be written as I "acquis" to being its meaning:<br>hacerbo =
acervoacerbo-people - do azervo-hacerbo-heritage-?.I acquired m. set of moral, cultural goods or materials of a
collectivity of people.

hacerse una composición de lugar
make ( or make ) a composition of place thinking about the circumstances surrounding an issue which must be
afontarse to anticipate problems and calculate its consequences.

haces de leña



bundles of firewood = Lenahaz beam and beam can refer a: set of plant stalks tied together, especially the ears in
harvest and firing

hachundale
hachundale is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hallandale" being its meaning:<br>hachundale =
HallandaleHallandale Beach is a town located in Broward County in the U.S. State of Florida. In the 2010 census, it had
a population of 37.113 inhabitants and a population density of 3.092,23 persons per km².

haciendo
making is: the gerund of the verb hacertr. Produce, cause: made a tremendous noise.Fabricate, compose: made several
comedies.Execute. Also prnl.: manicure was done.With the pron. neutral, perform the action of a verb already
stated:-will I bring the book tonight? -will do it without fail.Arrange, carry out:

hagib
hagib is incorrectly written, and should be written as "haajib" being its meaning:<br>hagib = hayibchambelan, or Chief
Representative of the Amir or Caliph. In al - Andalus, the title of haajib became superior to the vizier, who was
appointed. It had great power, to replace the Caliph in government functions if this was absent or demanded it. This title
enjoyed such prestige that was preferred ( rather than others like malik or sultan ) some of the rulers of the Taifas in the
attempt to legitimize himself in power.

hai nan
Hai nan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hainan" being its meaning:<br>Hai nan = Hainan Hainan (
Chinese:, pinyin: Hiinan sh ng ) It is an island province of the People's Republic of China formed by different islands,
most of them being the eponymous island of Hainan. Its capital is Haikou. It is located in the the South China Sea, in the
southern part of the country, close to Viet Nam.

hail zeus
in English hail hail zeus Spanish zeusen

hain zuzen ere
in Basque hain zuzen Spanish ereen in fact

hala egitera
in Basque hala egiteraen Spanish do it so

hall de hotel
Hotel lobby

halofilia
Halofilia is the need for salt in the environment that have certain microorganisms.

halts maun
halts maun is incorrectly written and should be written as "halts maul" being its meaning:<br>halts maun = halts maulen
English Spanish maulen halts Maul stops



hamay
Latin American folklore Hamayduo of Latin American folk HAMAYes HAMAY duo duo a projection of Andean folklore,
with a broad in the American South music staff scheme... playing from ancestral music to topics that currently come with
a professional delivery that denotes the vivid expression of folklore.

hamurachi
Laws engraved in stone.

han hemen
in Basque, have Spanish hemenen there are

handelregister
handelregister = German Handelsregisteren Spanish Handelsregisteren registro Mercantil

handi mandi
in Basque handi Spanish mandien big shots

hapreender
1 Pin to a person who has committed a crime. 2 Capture a contraband goods or loot. 3 culture. Assimilate or understand
an idea or knowledge completely.

hard out
English hard difficult Spanish outen out

harero
harero = haterohatero,-ra adj. Dec. the horse carrying the hateria to the pastores.m. Who is responsible for this purpose.
 (Cuba.  ) Person who possesses a herd (hacienda campestre)

hari beretik
in Basque hari Spanish beretiken the same

harmi
Harmi f ( indefinite plural Harmi, definite singular harmia, plural definite Harmit )    breaks wind

harmi
in finandes harmien Spanish fly in the soup

harpidetza bat egin nahi dut
in euskera harpidetza bat egin nahi duten Spanish I want to make a subscription

harrak
Harrak ( in Arabic: §a±§a ) It refers to the family name carried by the northern Moroccan families that are descendants
of the sons of al - Harrak, one of the direct descendants of the Prophet Muhammad through Imam Ali and Fatima Zahra.



harreman funtzioari esker, harremanak ditugu gure inguruko munduarekin
In Basque = harreman funtzioari esker, gure Spanish munduarekinEn inguruko ditugu harremanak = function
relationship, we have relationships with the world to our around

harresiak
in Basque Spanish harresiaken walls

hasta cuando
How long?It may be a problem in special or any situation in which you do not know to do and feel you drown and this
question jumps alone inside of you...

hasta luego
Formula of farewell that lately tends to be used in non-literal sense, i.e. without insurance who will return to find soon
say goodbye.

hatoani
1.-The Aztecs recognized a leader, huey Hatoani, Word that means do large talking, great computer do.?? Beside yours
was the ahuacoatil, who played his functions in case of absence of the Chief. The hatoani ruled not only, there were
several Councils that collaborated with it. The most important was the Supreme Council.<br>2.-Persons who were under
the command of the aztecas.q cities

hau honela izanik
in Basque hau honela izaniken Spanish in this way

have you got green eyes?
Do in English = have you got green eyes?In Spanish = you have green eyes?

hazuela
hazuela = azuelaLa adze is a tool for woodworking. It is a type of short handle axe and ready sheet perpendicular to the
handle. It serves for roughing, smooth, hollow, mold forms turned and sculpt wood carvings.

headcount
English Spanish headcounten template

headset avail
Headset English Spanish availEn vain handset

heal the world
in English the Spanish worldon heal heal the world

hechiso
gonna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "spell" being its meaning:<br>gonna = spell spell is: 1st person
singular ( I ) This indicativohechizo is: 3rd person singular ( he/she/you ) preterite indicative. spell.        m. magical
practice of evil influence and control over the Bewitched, and objects that are used in it.    Sexy, seduction:



hecho incardinable
the verb incardinarincardinar.1. tr. Link permanently to a church in a given diocese. U t. c. prnl.2. tr. U to refer to people
entering a House, institution, etc., or figuratively to things or abstract concepts that are incorporated into something.

hecho tierra
made ground. It is terrestrial, the ground floor has its origin in the latin. It comes from the adjective terrestris, terrestrial.
This is composed of terra, terrae ( Earth, ) and by the suffix estre whose meaning is relative or belonging to, own of.? 
You can consider, then, that the original concept of this word is to own land, belonging or relating to the Earth.

hecto
Prefijal element which enters into the formation of words with the meaning of ' 100 '

hecto
40 Hecto; symbol h ) It is a prefix in the international system of units, that indicates a factor of 100.

hecto
Irregular contraction of the Greek cent.

hedir
The Hedir is a format based on e-mail in which one can ask questions, ask for help, support, or challenge to the
profession on any topic related to health education.

hegamotza
species of tuna.

hehinik behin
even, at least, by suddenly

hehinik behin
in Basque language hehinik Spanish behinen once hehinik

heliopolis
Heliopolis was an important city of ancient Egypt, capital of the nomo XIII of the low Egipto.La city was located to the
northeast of the city of Cairo ( near the current airport ) a little away from the West Bank of the Nile, which was
connected by a channel.    Egyptian name: Iunu. Greek name: Heliopolis. Coptic name: On.Su Egyptian name Iunu
which means " was pilar ". Heliopolis name is of Greek origin:» ¯ to AI» ¹a or would» ¯ would AAI» ¹a and " means city of
the Sun " since the city was the headquarters of the cult to the Sun God Ra.???? It was one of the three most important
cities of the ancient Egypt along with Memphis and Thebes. The Copts knew it as On.

heliopolis
Heliopolis is a residential neighborhood of Seville, whose name means "City of the Sun " in Greek. Their houses are of
Andalusian regional architecture.

helos



They are, the accredited sensor of laser diffraction of the incomparable dispersant in dry RODOS Sympatec company,
has been offering for more than 25 years an effective technology to analyze distributions of sizes of particles in powders,
sprays, sprays, hangers and many other collective dispersed. The modular concept of the system, thanks to numerous
dispersion and dosing systems, creates bridges of application depending on the products: dried products should
disperse in dry, suspensions should be analysed accordingly in wet and sprays, naturally also as aerosols.

hematopeyeses
hematopeyeses = hematopoiesis or hemopoyesisLa hematopoiesis or hemopoyesis ( of GR. ± do ¼±,-±a-, ' 39 blood;?
and to do ¯·Ã¹ã, ' '  ) It is the process of formation, development and maturation of the elements formed from 40 blood,
erythrocytes, leukocytes, and platelets ) starting from a common cell precursor and undifferentiated known as of clones,
hemocitoblasto, or stem cell forming unit, pluripotential hematopoietic stem cell.Stem cells found in adult bone marrow
are responsible for form all of the cells and derived cells that circulate in the blood.The blood cells are degraded by
macrophages in the liver and spleen. The latter also removes proteins and other substances from the blood.

hematoquesia
output of red blood through the rectum. Normally it is caused by a bleeding in the colon or rectum, but it may be the
result of bleeding in upper sections of the digestive tract

hemerografico
It is that which refers to newspapers and magazines

hemicuerpo
Lateral half of the human body.

hemodinamia
Hemodynamics is that part of Biophysics who is in charge of the study of the dynamics of blood on the interior of
structures such as arteries, veins, venules, arterioles and capillaries as well as the mechanics of the heart itself through
the introduction of thin catheters through arteries in the groin or arm blood. This technique known as cardiac
catheterization allows you to know exactly the State of the blood vessels throughout the body and the heart.

hender el sombrero
Make or cause a cleft in the hat

heolitico
The Neolithic, from the Greek ½ would to ( neos: do new do )? and' ¯¸ do to ( lithos: do stone do ) or Pulimentada, or
new stone age is one of the periods in which divided the stone age is considered.??? The term was coined by John
Lubbock in his work of 1865 entitled Prehistoric Times. Initially he was given this name due to the finds of polished
stone, instead of carving 40 tools; that is, instead of battered, was less resistant ) 1, which seemed to accompany the
development and expansion of agriculture. Neolithic today precisely defined due to the knowledge and use of agriculture
or grazing. Normally, but not necessarily, it is accompanied by the work of pottery.

hepa
HEPA (High Efficiency Particle Arresting) English 1 (pronounced/Ehupu /) is a type of air filter high efficiency that meets
standards

hepatalgia



( From the Greek epar, liver, and algos, pain ). Pain at the level of the liver.Hepatalgia effort.   (Boyer and p. D. White; J.
Lenègre and A. 41 Mathivat;. Pain in the liver region that ensues, because of an effort, in the cardiac mitral and lung.

heptacordio
heptacordio or heptacordo m. MUS. Usual consists of seven notes scale: do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si.

heptasíliba
Consisting of seven syllables.The heptasilabo is a verse of art less than seven syllables. In the poetry of oral tradition, it
appears especially combined with the pentasilabo, forming the stanza known as string. The cultured poetry of Italian root
usually combined with the leading, shaping, according to the case, lire, stays or silvas. They are also heptasilabos, as a
general rule, the hemistichs of composed verse called alejandrino.

heráclito
He feels inclination by the sacred.

heráclito
Male name of Greek origin.

heráclito
Heraclitus was a Greek filofofo, of the Ionian School of Ephesus.

herbosas
From the latin Herbisusa ) Covered with grass.

herejadas
Actions carried out by the heretics.Heresies.

hermatofago
Is said of any animal that feeds blood d

hermático
tight is incorrectly written, and should be written as "airtight" being its meaning:<br>tight = hermeticohermetico, ca adj.
That is closed so that it does not allow to pass the air or fluids:

hermosa en quechua
sumac

herrian
in Basque Spanish herrianen in the village

herriko
in Basque language herrikoen Spanish town



herriko
Herriko taberna ( Basque, «the village Tavern» ) It is the name given to the bars where members and sympathizers of
the abertzale left ( meet the Basque pro-independence left ).

heteroclitico
heteroclitico = heteroclite pronunciation: [E.teeþo.kli.to] (41 AFI; Etymology: heteroclitus latin and ancient Greek are Aµai
°» ¹a do to ( 41, " rare " heteroklitos??That not fits to any regular pattern in their nature or behavior.

heterofónico
form = Heterofoniaheterofonia.   ( Gr. heteros, others, and phone, voice.  ) f mus. Musical mode in which run
concurrently different melodic variants in the same tone. Typical of the music of the Middle East and many folklore
manifestations in the world.

heteroplatia
heteroplatia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "heteroplastia" as meaning:<br>heteroplatia = heteroplastia
HETEROPLASTIA. f. operation of replacing a part ill or that has been destroyed from an individual by another healthy or
graft, obtained from different individual.

heuristicos
The heuristics are " 34 mental shortcuts; that I use to simplify the solution of complex cognitive problems, transforming
them into simpler operations.

hexaapodo
The hexapods have a regionalization ( tagmosis ) feature, in which the body is divided into three regions ( 41 tagmata;:
head, thorax, and abdomen. Especially significant is the distinction of two parties behind the head, of which only the
chest, comprising three segments, leads other so many pairs of locomotor appendages.

hexapeta
hexapeta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hexapetala" being its meaning:<br>hexapeta = hexapetalala
6-petal flower or roseta hexapetala is a very common solar symbol. Many hexapetalas together, form the flower of life.

hibamos
hibamos = we went Hibamos is a mistake! were going it is right, is the past perfect verb " " information adicionalel detail
is that phones it writes both... and a dictionary of internet also found both with the same definition...

hicalote
hicalote is incorrectly written, and should be written as "poppy" being its meaning:<br>hicalote = wild herbaceous
chicalotePlanta belonging to the same family as poppy ( papaveraceae ) which is characterised by its beautiful flowers
greenish yellow, leaves, stems and thorny fruits, green agrisado, and very clear veins. The poppy does not belong to the
same botanical family as Thistles, despite the common name of Holy thistle. The poppy is a very interesting plant, with
nothing despicable medicinal properties, which have been used since ancient times by the indigenous peoples of
Mexico and who have also been object of study and acceptance by scientists.

hicoteca
The mortgage is a real right guarantee and realization of value, which is to ensure the fulfillment of an obligation (
normally for payment of a credit or loan ) on a good, ( usually property ) which, though taxed, remains in the hands of its



owner, and the mortgagee, where the collateralised debt is not met within the agreed period, promote the forced sale of
the encumbered with the mortgage, who is the owner at that time ( reipersecutoriedad ) with its amount, to be payment
of the due credit, up to extent where the amount obtained with the forced sale promoted for the realization of the
mortgaged property.

hidricohematico
A 40 complete blood picture;CBC for its acronym in English ) It is a blood test that doctors ordered frequently. A CBC is
usually order as part of a physical examination full or when your doctor thinks that you have a disease, such as infection.
A CBC can also be done to check for levels of medications that have been prescribed you have in your body.The test (
which in fact consists of several analysis ) gives details about the three types of blood cells: red cells ( or RBC ) white
cells ( or WBCs ) and platelets. The CBC informs us upon how many cells there are in the blood, and the physical
characteristics of the cells, like for example the size, form, and content.

hidrio
hidrio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hydro" being its meaning:<br>hidrio = hidrohidro-prefijal and sufijal
element which enters into the formation of the meaning of words: I Water: seaplane, Hydrophobia, organic or serous
liquid hidroelectricidad.II: hydrocephalus.(III) hydrogen: hydrocarbon.

hidrofilica
Matter that has the property of absorbing water great joke easily.

hidrofilica
Containing hydrophilic.

hidropresia
Dropsy, edema or fluid retention in the tissues. It is the accumulation or fluid retention in the tissues. Does not constitute
an independent disease, i.e. that it is a symptom or sign accompanying various diseases of the heart, kidneys and
digestive tract. These diseases have an intimate relation cause-effect with dropsy. Dropsy is the accumulation of fluid in
the peritoneum, or in the womb, but also occurs in the ankles and wrists, arms and neck. This symptom is the result of a
malfunction of the fighting of the kidneys and digestive functions and skin of the person who suffers from it. If the amount
of retained fluid is great, produced disorders in the functioning of the heart and lungs because of the pressure that acts
on these organs.

hidroscopicidad
hidroscopicidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hygroscopicity" being its meaning:<br>hidroscopicidad =
higroscopicidadLa Hygroscopicity is the ability of materials to absorb atmospheric moisture.

hidrosintesis
In gaseous hydrogen is mainly used in the synthesis of ammonia, is the substance of starting for the production of
nitrogen compounds, and in the synthesis of other substances such as methanol, hydrochloric acid.

hidrotecnica
Company specializing in the cleaning and disinfection of water tanks, cisterns, solar heaters, presurizadores equipment
for sale.

hieraticamente



Hieratically of hieratic ( from the Greek hieratikos ) Relative to things sacred functions or priests.Rigid, severe, that it
belies feelings or that affects solemnity.In painting and sculpture, said it forms fixed by the religious tradition, and, often,
and by the same, cold, archaic and unchanging.

higro
hygro-prefijal element which enters into the formation of words with the meaning of ' ' humidity: relative humidity,
hygroscopic.

higuacas
The Higuacas is beside the Mortiño and is located in Tolima, Colombia

higuacas
plural of higuacaHiguaca the Parrot ( birds of the genus Amazona ).

higuera su
Moraceo tree of average height, SAP bitter latex, Whitewood and large, lobed leaves, whose fruit is fig.Breval Higuera
giving figs and brevas.Chumba Higuera de Indias, shovel or prickly pear prickly pear cactus, succulent stems in the form
of pallets full of thorns.Be in loc fig. Col. not learn anything, be distracted:

hilerante
hilarious cult adj. causing desire to laugh:

hilología, y sinónimos
hilologia, and Sinonimostratado of the materia.fibra, filament, yarn

himena
himena = female XimenaNombre of origin Hebrew Hebreo.Del Dios me has heard or that is due. Medieval variant of
Simeon.

hinojos
Hinojos is a Spanish municipality in the province of Huelva, Andalusia. In 2010 the municipality had 3.926 inhabitants.
Its surface extension is 321 km2 and has a density of 11.6 inhabitants/km². It is located 59 kilometres from the provincial
capital, Huelva.

hipecargado
is when loads many things

hiper cargado
Hyper charged is incorrectly written and should be written as "hipercargado" as meaning:<br>Hyper charged =
hipercargadoHipercargado: means that this super super charged that without more space that filled this hipercargado

hipercargador
To achieve this Flint proposes a system of hipercargadores able to offer from 360 up to 1.440 volts, figures that many
sound like pure science fiction.



hiperdensa
hyperdense-sahiperdensoSe says of that which, in relation to an average density, is more dense than she.

hiperecogénico
Then, with regard to the hyperecogenic is as defined, say the color of the endometrium.Hyperecogenic: it is very clear.

hiperidratado
Of over-hydration.It is known as hyperhydration or water intoxication syndrome and clinical picture that occurs when
there is a hiperexceso of water in the body.Appears when consumed more water than can be eliminated. Under normal
conditions, a healthy person in which the pituitary gland, kidneys and heart function without problems can drink up to 7.5
litres of water a day, at the rate of 1.5 liter ( maximum ) per hour. Over-hydration is also known as water intoxication.If
these values are exceeded, produced an excessive dilution of sodium in blood ( 41 hyponatremia; and stops producing
the antidiuretic hormone. In extreme cases, with less than 100 mmol/l sodium levels, irreversible brain edema may
occur, eat, or even die by overpressure from the brain to the medulla oblongata, since the brain and its annexes are the
most affected.Occasionally, over-hydration is related to the use of drugs, especially ecstasy.

hipernea
In regards to pulmonary edema, is the infiltration of liquid to the insterticio or pulmonary stroma, decreasing ventilatory
lung capacity, producing partial or global respiratory failure depending on the amount of liquid infiltration.But the edema
is not only cause of heart failure, in fact being more specific is cause of right heart failure, high blood pressure, problems
hepaticos ( down of proteins such as albumin plamaticas ) pneumonia; Some say.To be more specific, pulmonary
edema is multifactorial and not necessarily associated with heart failure.The hipernea is result of pulmonary edema if
you're doing the relationship, since the patient must make greater efforts to maintain a 40 Pa02; blood pressure of
oxygen normal to meet the organism metabolic needs and avoid hypoxia which can bring results: metabolic acidosis and
often death )

hiperonima
hiperonima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hyperonymia" as meaning:<br>hiperonima = hyperonymia
Hyperonymia: is the relationship that occurs between a word ( 41 hypernym; whose more general meaning is fully
included in the meanings of other more specific words ( 41 hiponimos;: " 34 tree; It is a hypernym of " willow, Elm,...  "
because the meaning of the latter includes all the features of " tree ".

hiperreflexia
Presence of disproportionate reflexes; It seems to be related to neuronal injury.Dysreflexia characterized by
exaggeration of reflexes.Neurological disorder characterized by an increase of the Reflex reactions.

hipersecrecion
Hipersecrecionf. Release of a substance from the cell or cells that synthesize it. It is used, often with reference to the
endocrine or exocrine gland activity.

hipersexuado
Extremely pronounced sexual characteristics.Of very active sexual behaviour.Med. It is said is of the individual
presenting hipersexualismo. Read more: http://aulete.uol.com.br/hipersexuado ixzz2RgPugMOO

hiperventilados
hiperventilados-as = plural of hyperventilating-auna hiperventilada person is one that likes to show, to know what
happens with it. For example: everyone knows that a person was married, which ended a relationship, etc.It is like a



person who has no filter with his private life, makes public everything that does, is a person who likes to appear in the
media, if we are talking about show business, arming '' monitongos '' etc.Tongo is a cahuin, a rumor ( in reality is a lie, it
is all ready ) that makes a person to be more famous, is in the eye of the hurricane, the center of attention, which
obtains economic benefits ( interviews, events, etc.  ). They are usually linked to breakdowns and alleged romances,
love triangles, etc.

hiperzuabido
hiperzuabido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "hipersabido" being its meaning:<br>hiperzuabido =
hipersabidoque is very known in certain temasSi hipersabido is that on the first date we must avoid talk about parents
and exparejas...

hipomano
hypomania hypomania is an emotional state characterized by a persistently expansive, hyperactive or irritable, mood as
well as thoughts and behaviors consistent with this spirit that differs from normal mood. Individuals in State hipomaniaco
have less need for sleep and rest, can be hiperempaticos and have an enormous amount of energy. This state of
pathological mind, constitutes one of the phases of bipolar disorder type II of the ciclotimia.la is that hypomania and
hipomano also is, only that hipomano, tells you that the person is not,

hiposemia
Hiposemia: Definition noun feminine decrease in the language of gestures; It is usually taken with certain neurological
and psychological disorders.

hiposensible
Children with a sensory system would hiposensible in one or more sensory channels do not receive necessary
stimulation in the environment and, therefore, constantly seek through his conduct, different sources of stimulation.?

hiposexuado
hiposexuado: person with a particular sexual orientation.

hipotenular
hipotenular is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hypothenar" being its meaning:<br>hipotenular = hipotenarf.
Area on the Palm of the hand swollen by the relief of muscles that Act on the little finger.

hipotonica
In biology, a hypotonic solution is one that has a lower concentration of solute in the external medium in relation to the
inside of the cell medium, i.e. inside the cell there are a number of salt greater than that found in the environment in
which she lives

hipsipilo
In Greek mythology, Hypsipyle was the Queen of Lemnos.tambien called Issipile.

hirugiharra
in Basque Spanish hirugiharraen Bacon

hispila



hispila is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hypsipyle" being its meaning:<br>hispila = Hipsipilaen Greek
mythology, Hypsipyle was the Queen of Lemnos.Durante his reign, Aphrodite cursed the women of the island for
neglecting their shrines, so they developed an extreme case of halitosis that repugnant to the men of the nation. For that
reason, the men began to have intercourse with the slaves who had been captured during the invasions of Thrace. The
women of Lemmos resolved to take revenge and, one night, killed all their male relatives. Only Hypsipyle forgave a man:
his father, Thoas, who hid to save from the killing.

hispila
hispila = Hispalis provincia BéticaAlgunos say qiie the Phoenicians called it Hispila, and that the Greeks nombraromn
Hespala

histerorrexis
{f.} [medicine] breakage or tearing of the uterus.

historia de jeremy bentham filósofo
Bentham founded University College London where, as he requested in his will, his body embalmed and dressed in his
own clothes still exposed in a glass case in a busy hallway view of students. There are many stories related to this
curious eccentricity. Currently exposed head is wax. The real was stolen on several occasions as a traditional joke of the
students by what is now preserved in a safe of the UCL. The body, however, moved all the years to chair some
meetings which are reminded with the phrase "Jeremy Bentham, present but without the right to vote ".

hizipoza
hizipoza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "bizipoza" as meaning:<br>hizipoza = Basque bizipozaen
Spanish bizipozaen the joy of living

hizo de su capa un sayo
1. Acted with absolute freedom, with no accountability to nobody's own powers.<br>2. Work with excessive freedom,
improperly, without consulting with anyone or adhere to any Council

hiztegia
In Euskara Hiztegia = dictionary in Spanish

hociquirroma
Obtuse person's gesture of anger or displeasure.

hodonados
hodonados is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hondonados" as meaning:<br>hodonados = hondonadosde
hondonadahondonada s. f. part of land lower or honda than areas that surround it.

hoja libro compra y venta
It is a book mandatory for taxpayers subject to the tax on the value added ( VAT ) in which you must keep a
chronological record of purchases and sales and be stamped by the tax Internos.Son service books that have an
identification number printed on each sheet.

hojaldras



Flakes or hojaldras are a tradition in Colombia at the time of Christmas.

hokebox
A jukebox, also known in Spanish as the jukebox, Jukebox, Jukebox, slot, slots, Victrola, Jukebox is a partially
automated device that plays music. It usually consists of a machine which is operated by inserting coins and which
allows to select songs for later playback.

holandas
The holandas are wine of alcoholic strength less than 70% Vol. Sucalidad is determined by the quality of the raw
material ( wine ) and by how the distillation has been carried out.The holandas obtained by distillation in copper stills are
the most appreciated most porpresentar fragrance, vinosity and aromatic complexity than those obtained with other
distillation equipment.

holgera
Holgera = Holguera ( Olguera in Extremadura ) It is a Spanish municipality, in the province of Cáceres, autonomous
community of Extremadura.

hollerines
hollerines is incorrectly written, and should be written as "collars" being its meaning:<br>hollerines = collarincollarin
collarinesplural m. brace in the form of collar, set neck, used to immobilize the cervical vertebrae.

hologramatica
The Hologrammatic is a perceptual ability, mind, consciousness, or ability to capture, record, and gather the information
that is present, occurring or about to occur, but that still is not visible but through a translation or interpretation.Lies in the
uptake of the vacuum or hiperluminicas more waves faster than light, which anticipate and help organize them made,
and gravitational waves detached from events in other locations. They are analogies of the molecular or cosmic
processes that occur in other magnitudes. The corporal unconscious or memory cell - molecular, notifies the conscience
of the intervening subject through a ¨traductor of situacion¨ represented by one or more objects, images, words, sounds
and symbols which this hear, see or feel to its around enabling decoding of described waves do?

hologramatico
1.-Holography.<br>2.-The hologramatico principle: in which not only the part is on the whole, they all, in a way, is in the
part.

holovisualizacion
holovisualizacion = holo-visualizaciontecnica called Holo-visualizacion for a guide and an overview of the actions that
you must perform to correct those problems.Then put into practice the correction using a technique called the mirror of
the mind. It is a two-step process that is much more powerful than the simple auto-hipnotismo, statements or the
display.

hombre rana
grodman which is provided with the necessary equipment for underwater work:

hominalmente
hominalmente of hominaladj human, belonging to the man.



homogeneo en musica
That is such or similar style of music.

homogenio
Belonging to the same genus.Composite dic.del whose elements are of the same nature or condition

hondatzea
in Basque Spanish hondatzeaen impairment

honegos
honegos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fungi" being its meaning:<br>honegos = hongosplural of
hongoUn fungus is a living being that is neither an animal nor vegetable, but formed part of his own biological Kingdom.
Fungi can be made up of a cell, such as yeasts, either be made up of several cells that form a concrete structure, such
as mushrooms. Many fungi live in symbiosis with other living beings. For example, lichens are a symbiosis between
algae and a fungus; Truffles live in symbiosis with trees such as chestnut trees, nut trees, holm oaks and Oaks.The
science that studies fungi is known as mycology.

hoques
hoques = plural of hoquehoque.   ( Of the AR. Hisp. aqq, and East of the AR. CLAS. aqq, retribution ).           1 m. gift
that is involved in a sale.

hordas
plural of Horde 40 hordaUna; also orda, Ordu, ordo, Ordon ) a structure was socio-political and military found in the
Eurasian steppe, usually associated with the Mongols. This entity can be seen as a regional equivalent of a clan or a
tribe. Some hordes of success gave rise to Khanates.

horfanato
orphanage is incorrectly written, and should be written as "orphanage" being its meaning:<br>orphanage =
orfanatoorfanato.  ( b. lat. nus, orphan ) orph.1 m. orphan asylum.

horgazana
Applies to the person who does not work or does not meet their work due to laziness or lack of attention and interest.
gandula, lazy, vague.

hori dela eta en euskera
Hori of the eta in Spanish means "As that "

horling
Hörling Wong is a consultant in nutrition and holistic wellness. She is completing her master's degree in science of
holistic nutrition. It is specialized in conception, fertility, pregnancy, post-partum recovery, and pediatric nutrition. Horling
has used a combination of wellness holistic approaches to achieve a healthy pregnancy and a rapid discovery. She
wants to share her experience - both from a professional and personal - view with their readers.

horrelakoetan
in Basque Spanish horrelakoetanen in this case



horrisonos
Plural of wiser ( lat. horrisonum ) With its sound causes horror.

hortaz en euskera
In Basque Spanish hortazEn " According to that "

horteta
Valencian diminutive horteta, of the Spanish garden

horteta
Restaurant Bar Restaurant the Horteta is located in Rafelbuñol / Rafelbunyol, Valencia province.

hosticultura
Horticulture is the science, technology and the businesses involved in the production of vegetables ( i.e., from
herbaceous plants, ) destined for consumption. It is distinguished from the fruit-growing, i.e. from the production and
management of fruit-producing Woody and semi-hardwood species. Both disciplines are distinguished both in the type
of materials used, practices, management and requirements. Horticulture is the art of growing plants that develop in
orchards. The term etymologically comes from the Latin words hortus ( garden, Orchard, ) and culture (  " 34 culture;  )
i.e. «crop in orchards».

hostilidad militar
EE.UU. It has " an impulse to express hostility military " to China and a possible conflict between the two superpowers
could lead to a " 34 nuclear war; say analysts.

hot moma
Hot MOM.

hot moma español
hot MoMA

hot momq
Hot MOM.

hotel emperador madrid
Emperor 4 star hotels in Madrid, an excellent option in Madrid, Spain. Located in the famous Gran Vía of Madrid, it is
located just a few steps from the major sightseeing attractions of Madrid, including the Plaza Mayor, Plaza of Spain,
Puerta del Sol, Cibeles, the Prado and the biggest commercial district of Madrid. Emperador Hotel Madrid is an excellent
choice for your stay in Madrid for business or pleasure travel to Spain and its beautiful capital Madrid.

houllebecq
Michel Thomas (Saint-Pierre, Reunion, overseas Department of France, on February 26, 1958 Island 41, known as
Michel Houellebecq ( pron. [my Ul Wulebuk] ) is a poet, novelist and essayist French.

hovoide



hovoide is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ovoid" being its meaning:<br>hovoide = ovoid ovoideEl is a
closed Planar curve composed of four arches of circumference: one of them is a semicircle and two others are equal
and symmetrical. Its name derives from its similarity to the longitudinal section of an egg.It has two orthogonal axes,
called major and minor. It has four centers of curvature. Unlike the oval, it only has an axis of symmetry.

hoyanco
STUB. m. Col. and Cuba. Pit formed accidentally. II Sun. Large and deep pit.

hoyaron
" hoyaron; 34: third person plural preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " remains ".hoyar.1.
intr. RUR. Cuba, El Salv., Hond. and Nic. Make holes in the Earth to grow any plant.

hoziquirromo
hoziquirromo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hoociquirromoo" as meaning:<br>hiziquirromo =
hociquirromoOrigen: ( of snout and romo.  ) adj. That has blunt snout.

hórridoo
Causing horror. From the latin horrdushorrido is an interesting adjective that, according to Joan Corominas Vigneaux, (
1905 - 1997 ) -author of the etymological critical dictionary Castilian and Spanish catalan philologist-, is documented
from 1499... It is a dark word that can denote distress, rejection, outrage, disgust, crap, fear, dread, terror, fear, dismay,
aversion, horror, enormity, phobia, repulsion, apprehension, mania, panic, cruelty, brutality, atrocity, monstrosity, shame,
infamy, truculence... and... in short: HORROR

htf
Happy Tree Friends ( in Spanish: the happy tree, abbreviated HTF 41 friends; It is an animated series for adults. It was
created by Rhode Montijo, Kenn Navarro and Aubrey Ankrum for Mondo Mini Shows.

huachay
huachay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "huachac" being its meaning:<br>huachay = Huachacel
Huachac district is one of nine districts of the province Chupaca, located in the Department of Junín, Junín Region, in
the Peru. It was founded as belonging to the province of Huancayo district on January 8, 1941 by immigrants from the
district Sicaya, and behold many customs and traditions similar between both city districts.

huarmi
huarmimujer indiginahuarmiuna women, written in Kichwa

huarmilla
Huarmilla (Huarmilla ) It is a / a populated place ( class P - place town ) in the Department of Huancavelica, (Peru,
Huancavelica ) (South America ) with a code of Americas/Western Europe region. It lies at an altitude of 4,571 meters
above the sea level.

huarumbos
huarumbohuarambo " plural, and it seems that it is a plant of the family cecropiaceae, moraceae (-related Fig and
mulberry trees ).



huasicamas
plural of huasicamaHUASICAMA.-(Quechua voice, descriptive ).-Finish with that is described as the Indian ( Intio )
responsible for the dirty and hard work of certain home-(Usual until the end of the century XX ).

hubiese
There are v. auxiliar1 is used to form the compound times and indicates that the action, the process or State expressed
by the verb has completed. do v. impersonal2 exist or may be present in a lugar.3 take place or happen one thing.

huestles
Bustle

hugare
Carl Hugare, 1926-2010 former Tribune photographer captured images of Chicago mayors and Muhammad AliCon your
sensitive eye and a camera 35 mm, Tribune photographer Carl chronic Hugare of politicians, legends of the sport and
ordinary people who gave shape to local Chicago.In 1979, Mr. Hugare captured a tired but radiant Jane Byrne in his
bathrobe in the morning once he was elected as the first mayor of Chicago female sex.

huincher
winch.

huipiles
plural of huipilHuipil ( in nahuatl: huipilli, blouse or dress adorned )?, also called a hipil in the Yucatan peninsula, it is a
blouse or dress adorned with colorful patterns which tend to be embroidered. Clothing of Indians and mestizos from
Mexico and Central America.

huito
HuitoEs a tree attaining a height of up to 25 meters. The fruit is used for preparing spirits, as the 34 huitochado " or
jams, soft drinks, syrups, ice cream, sweets and other preparations. The fruit in Green State is used by natives to dye
their bodies and clothes; toasted rub on the skin to repel mosquitoes.

huitzilopochtli
Huitzilopochtli ( in nahuatl «Tzilipichtli Hu; AFI [Widtsilodepodt tii]: 1-) It was the main deity of the Aztecs. It was also
known as Ilhuicatl Xoxouhqui and has been associated with the sol.2 with the arrival of the Spanish in Mesoamerica,
was the most worshipped deity in the Central Highlands by imposition of the Mexica. The conquistadors called it
Huichilobos ( the name Churubusco is derived from Hu 'Tzilipichco )

humahuaqueño
natural of Humahuaca, Humahuaca is the head city of the homonymous Department, in the Argentine Province of Jujuy.

hunas
" hunas ": plural of " huna " which is the feminine of " 34 Hun;Meaning of " Hun ": Hun, na adj. and s. An Asian barbarian
village of Altaic language that occupied part of the territory European in the v century, or related.

hunela
in Basque Spanish hunelaen so



huntallakuy
MIXING: ( mixing between people ) Ashuykanakuy, huntallak uy.

hurango
hurango = huarangoEl pale algarrobo, kiawe, huarango, bayahonda or carob (Prosopis pallida ) It is a species of tree in
the legume family.

huris
singular Houri or huris. In the Islamic religion, a woman of great beauty that lives in the paradise that is there after the
death and reward men who have been good pleasures sensuales.f believers. rel. Each of the women beautiful living
according to Muslim belief, the paradise of beautiful Mahoma.fig.Mujer.

huro
Lake Huro is located in New Zealand Chatham Islands. It is located in the Chatham Island southwest of Te Whanga
lagoon, near the settlement of Waitangi.

hurras
Cheers = plural of hurra hurra! Interjection that is denoted joy or enthusiasm for a particular fact.

hurrats
hurrats is incorrectly written, and should be written as "urrats" being its meaning:<br>hurrats = Basque urratsen urratsen
Spanish step

hutsa
Hutsa is the first album of the band thrash/industrial metal KUDAI. It was recorded at sound 21st Esparza de Galar
studies by Javi technicians and Juanan San Martin in June from 2004.Hutsa in Spanish means vacuum.

hutskeria
hutskeria is incorrectly written and should be written as " huskeria " being its meaning: < /br > hutskeria = Basque
huskeriaen huskeriaen Spanish thing unimportant, silly

i love with all my heard
i love with all my heard = i love with all my English hearten i love with all my hearten enpanol I love you with all my heart

i love with all my heard
in English i love with all my Spanish hearden I love you with all my ear

i need a break
in English i need to Spanish breaken need a rest

iba armado de punta en blanco
It means go dressed in maximum correction, elegance and cleaning, wearing finery.



ibid hebreo al español
ibid in hebreoIbidem in Spanish.

ichu
1. -Ichu = Icho quechua voice which is called Pajon in Botany.<br>2. -Spontaneous herbaceous plant in the moors of the
cordillera de los Andes.    ( Family Gramineae )<br>3. -Quechua voice.<br>4. -Village located about 8 km from Puno
way to drain.<br>5. -The ichu or straw, ichu ( Stipa ichu ) It is a grass of the Andean altiplano used as fodder for
livestock, mainly of cameloids.<br>6. -The Ichu is a River located in the Huancavelica Region, in the southwest of the
Peru.

icida
In the ICIDA these bad termination, the correct termination is CIDACIDA - that KILLS ( example: homicidal ) it comes
from ( homo-cida ) who kills the man, or one who kills another.

iconofobia
But there are also iconofobos, because not iconoclastic. Capable and sensitive men who hate the images from the
outside world, the representations of what come and who dedicate themselves to draw stripes and spots and to devise
combinations of colors, etc.

identidad nacional
Official document that acreditala a person's identity, which includes your photo and fingerprints.

identidad relacional
Once found the failure of multiculturalism and all its variants theoretical-practical for the study, analysis and
management of social complexity and diversity, the need arises for raise interculturality as the only alternative logic for
the integration of all people in society. All this on the basis of a new notion of identity that is capable of respect, accept
and integrate the differences while retaining the diverse cultural identities. In this sense, the relational approach proves
to be the only one capable of providing a theoretical body and a new interpretive paradigm for the analysis and
understanding of what has been the growing heterogeneity of modern societies and their implications in the field of
diversity. Beyond the structuralist functionalism, Donati proposes a new notion of relational identity and the principle of
solidarity as bases for multiculturalism in the new corporate citizenship enormously complex and differentiated that
emerges in contemporary societies.

idiosineracion
idiosineracion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "idiosyncrasies" being its meaning:<br>idiosineracion =
idiosincraiaidiosincrasia idiosincracion.  ( of GR. ´¹ aa³ Bonita ° ±, 41 particular temperament;.??1 f. traits, temperament,
character, etc., distinctive and own an individual or a community.

igartza
in Basque translators Spanish igartzaen

igoto
igotoel transfer during the passage of time i control - igoto.

igu en español
me



iguiñaro
Rio Iguiñaro in the province of Pichincha-Ecuador

iheratico
The hieratic writing allowed the scribes of ancient Egypt to write quickly, simplifying the hieroglyphs when they did in
Papyri, and was intimately linked with the writing jeroglifica.1 was, for extensive periods of time, the writing used in texts
administrative and religious; his name was used for the first time by Clement of Alexandria in the 2nd century.

ihr müden augenlider
IHR müden augenlider in alemansus tired pardados in Spanish

ikasnahi
1 izond. applied,-; Scholar,-a2 iz. wish/desire to learn

ikea
IKEA is a multinational corporation of origin Swedish, but lies in the Netherlands (41 Holland;.He is engaged in the retail
sale of furniture and objects for the home and decorated with contemporary design, functional, and quality at relatively
low prices. The IKEA brand belongs to a foundation based in the Netherlands, controlled by the Kamprad family, and
receives a fee to each store for your operation. Its headquarters is in the Swedish town of Älmhult, Småland and was
founded in 1958.

ilachas
ilachas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lint" being its meaning:<br>ilachas = hilachasplural of
hilachahilacha s. f. piece of thread hanging from a cloth or emerges from it. hilacho.hilacha or hilacho f. m. respect.
Piece of hila that emerges from the fabric.

ildaskatu en euskera
in euskera ildaskatu in striated Spanish

iletrados
illiterate = plural of iletradoiletrado, - m. da adj./s. and cult f.1 applies to the person who can not read or write: literacy
campaigns are trying to reduce the number of adults worship iletrados.2 applies to the person who has no culture or
knowledge elementales.iletrado, - da adj. missed of culture.

iliptoteca
iliptoteca is incorrectly written, and should be written as "glyptotek" being its meaning:<br>«iliptoteca = gliptotecaUna
glyptotek ( from the Greek ³» IAEE, " carve "  ) It is a museum dedicated initially recorded fine stones, but also the works
of sculpture in general, books and pieces of music.Marcus Scaurus, Roman statesman who died the year 87 BC was
the first who formed a collection of this type. Pompey followed suit. Julio César exhibited at the Temple of Venus
Genitrix stones that had taken over and which belonged to Mithridates. Marcelo, son of Octavio formed another
collection that exhibited to the public in the Temple of Apollo Palatino.En 16th-century Medici assembled a magnificent
collection of engraved stones soon spread the love and they found imitators in the rest of Europe.

iliso
AtenasDos River small rivers cross the city: Kifissos e Iliso.



illara
illara = Basque illarraen Spanish illarraen pea

iluminados
Illuminati = plural of iluminadoiluminado, da adj. and s. follower of the Enlightenment, Spanish religious movement of the
sixteenth century.    [Someone] from a heretical and secretive sect of the 18th century that sought to establish as ideal a
moral system contrary to the existing religion, property and family order.    [Someone] to create a supernatural power
that allows you to do something that others may not have.

iluminados
The order of the Illuminati ( Illuminatenorden in the original German, composite, derived from the Italian illuminati, '
illuminated ' and order ) It is the name given to several groups, both real and fictitious. Historically, the name refers to
the Illuminati of Bavaria, 40 clarification organization; age ) a secret society founded may 1, 1776, which expressed
opposition to superstition, prejudice, religious about public life, influence the abuses of power of the State and to support
the education of women and equality between the sexes. Such organization of the Illuminati was banned, along with
other secret societies, by the leadership of the Government of Bavaria, with the support of the Roman Catholic Church,
and it was finally dissolved in 1785. In the following years, the Group was vilified by conservative and religious critics
who claimed that the members of the Illuminati of Bavaria had regrouped and been responsible for the French
Revolution.

iluminandosele
Illuminate v. tr./intr.1 provide light or clarity so that it can be a place, an object, a person would v. tr.2 put one or more
lights in a place such as a public highway, a building or a room.? 3 Provide knowledge and reasoning necessary to
reach a person understand a cosa.4 give color to the figures or letters of a book, a picture, etc.:

ilunabarra
in Basque Spanish ilunabarraen the sunset

imagenes de olominas
The olominas are small fish which are commonly found in aquariums, but also live in the wild around the world. Instead
of laying eggs, as many other species of fish, stop their offspring, by what are known as " alate ".

imagenes de rosas
White Rose: 'A heart that knows no love 'Yellow Rose: ' Infedilidad '

imágenes de autorregulación
Self-regulation in the field of television programming is a demand that comes reiterandosedesde long ago by the
Community institutions. Already collected in the resolution Parliament European, of 24 October 1997, on the Green
Paper on the protection of losmenores and of human dignity in the new audiovisual services and information. And are
vaexpresando increasingly more forcefully. Thus, for example, on 19 September 2000, elpropio European Parliament
declared " urgent that all television operators europeosestablezcan a code of self-regulation in the protection of minors
to contengamecanismos of social control and severe sanction in case of non-compliance with 34 clauses;   (
Informesobre the communication from the Commission: "Study on the control exercised by parents on 34 television
programs;  )

imolar
immolate in Portuguese imolar in Spanish



imparido
hosted is incorrectly written and it should be written as "taught" being its meaning:<br>hosted = impartidode
impartirimpartir v. tr. Give or communicate knowledge, ideas or judgments to others.

impectos
1.-impectos = impactosimpacto s. m.1 violent clash of one thing with another, especially if one of them is smaller than
the brand otra.2 or signal that produces this choque.3 emotional impression intense: lynching images caused a strong
impact set social.4 of consequences caused by an event or action that affects an environment or social or natural
environment:<br>2.-impectos = impactosEl environmental impact is the effect produced by human activity on the
environment. The concept can be extended to the effects of a catastrophic natural event. Technically, it is the alteration
of the environmental base line.Ecology is the science that is responsible for measuring this impact and try to minimize it.

impennitencia final
final impennitencia = impenitence finalPermanencia sin and lack of repentance until the last of life trance.

impera
rules = imperarimperar v. intr.1 exercise command an emperor. reinar.2 have a thing a greater importance and
dominance over the others: Christmas prevail among the people the cordiality and good intentions. reign, dominate.

imperdubable
imperdubable = imperdurableIdea or mental representation of something.Opinion or judgment that are about a person.
Title or quality.In economy type of operation has been performed on an account

imperiu
Empire = Empire called the Spanish Empire or universal monarchy Spanish ( commonly simplified as Spanish
monarchy, monarchy of Spain or Spanish monarchy ) the whole territories of Spain or the reigning dynasties in Spain.

impestuosa
impestuosa = impetuous, sa ( from lat. Impetuisus ).1 adj. Moving rapido.2 and violent manner. adj. spirited, lively,
passionate.

impetuosos
Plural of impetuous.It has momentum or violence.Applies to the person who behaves in a thoughtless and hasty
way.Violent, hasty.

impios
Plural of impious.From the latin impus, wicked is an adjective that makes mention of the lack of piety or lack of religion.
The concept is also used to nominate that contrary or hostile to religion, which does not respect the sacred.

implacables
Plural of implacable.Applies to the person who does not depart from their point of view or what it considers just or
reasonable.

implicaciones
The plural involvement.Involvement ( do plicare 41 in Latin; It refers to the fact that there is something 'folding' or folded



inside something that hides what is inside, so the interior is not visible or detectable even if it is there.

impoderables
Imponderable Plurar adj.1 having extraordinary or incalculable value.Applies to the element, circumstance or fact that
happens in unexpected and inevitable way and has consequences that may not be known or specify:

impresceptibilidad
impresceptibilidad = applicability f. quality which is imprescriptible.

imprimimos
We print = imprimirimprimir v. tr.1 reproduce a written text or drawing on paper by means of mechanical or electrical
procedures: in 1456, Gutenberg printed his first Biblia.2 make a work impresa.3 set a mode of being, think or feel
particularly in the character of a person: the stay at the boarding school printed you a deep sense of discipline and the
autodominio.4 transmit a force or impulse to a body: front printed a great effect to your disparo.5 transmit to one speed
or true character or orientation

impulsos
plural of impulsoimpulso s. m.1 force applied to a thing makes it move: sailboats navigate thanks to the impulse of the
wind in the velas.2 force or assistance provided to a thing to grow it, to develop and succeed: his latest film has meant
new impetus to his career of actor.3 intense desire that leads to do something unexpectedly and without thinking of the
consequences: it felt unstoppable impetus of leaving dinner when they mocked el.4 emission current or waves: the
nerve impulses generated in the sound vibration-sensitive cells reach the brain through nerve auditivo.5 in physics,
product of the mean force applied to a body by the interval of time during which it acts.

imtempestivo
imtempestivo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "untimely" being its meaning:<br>imtempestivo =
intempestivointempestivo, va.  ( from lat. intempest «vus 41.; 1 adj. That is, or is out of time, and season.

in solito
in alone is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unusual" being its meaning:<br>in solito = unusual unusual, ta
adj. Not common or ordinary, unusual.

inaciion
inaction s. f. lack of activity or movement

inagenable
Inagenable. Adj. What you can not dispose of.

inagenavle
Rights inageables rights natural and sacred man, so this Declaration constantly present all the members of the Social
body, remember them without ceasing their rights and their duties, and that the acts of the legislature, and the Executive
power, may be constantly compared with the object of every political institution, and are more respected; and so based
on complaints from citizens about simple and incontestable principles, be directed always to the maintenance of the
Constitution, and to the happiness of all.



inaparente
It is not or is apparent.

inausten
Lost in Austen is a 2008 series of British television in four parts of the ITV network, written by Guy Andrews as an
adaptation of pride and prejudice Jane Austen fantasy. Loosely after the graphic novel, modern Amanda enters through
a portal in your bathroom, to join the Bennet family and affect disastrous events

inaustu
In Basque inausto.In trimming Spanish.

incensiario
1.-The incense burners or also called turibulos, are containers to burn incense used in certain religious celebrations.
They are known in Jewish antiquity and still in the Egyptian and Greco-Roman, they adopted by the Church from the
early centuries, according to historical documents and the figurative representations in frescoes and miniatures of
codices from the middle ages.<br>2.-Is one of the key elements in the arrangement of the altar for the rituals. Whether
we use rods, cones, or incense in grain, must have a container that collect the ashes, and insulate the altar of incense
heat by burning.

incisema
incisema is incorrectly written, and should be written as "emphysema" being its meaning:<br>incisema = enfisemaUn
emphysema is defined in pathological terms by the permanent enlargement of the air spaces distal to the Bronchioles
terminals, with a destruction of the alveolar wall, with or without manifiesta.1 fibrosis is a chronic disease understood
along with the chronic bronchitis in 40 chronic obstructive pulmonary disease;41 COPD;.2. the name comes from the
Greek emphysema which means " blow air " or " breathe ".3

incisivos
The incisors are located in both dental arches in the anterior zone, on both sides of the midline. The human being has 4
upper incisors and 4 lower incisors, 2 Central and 2 side in the maxilla and many others in the jaw.

incisivos
incisors = plural of incisivoincisivo, va adj. suitable for open or cut.        Stinging, biting:

inclusero o inclusa
inclusero, - ra adj./s. m. and f. Applies to the person who raised or has raised in an included.

incoda
INCODA, S.A. is a family company that belongs to the Group of companies GEURCO, S.A., created in 1968 and began
his career as a real estate developer in Dos Hermanas, and populations of his around, almost 30 years ago, focussing in
particular on the environment of the urbanization La Motilla.

incolumnidad
incolumnidad, absence of damage

incontingencia



Urinary incontinence is the loss of bladder control and involves an important psychological and social impact and can
seriously affect the lifestyle of the patient. Although it is common that the affected patient's incontinence do not give the
importance that it deserves, without trying to clarify the type and determine if it is passed, reversible or simply seek a
specialist opinion.The causes are many, among which stand out the 40 detrusor instability; spastic bladder ) overflow
incontinence, stress, the fecal impaction in patients of advanced age or simply a false incontinence ( functional ).It can
also be secondary to anatomical abnormalities, physical exertion, cystocele, emergency related to infections or diseases
of the nervous system, or drip that accompanies a flaccid bladder relaxed too much.

increscendo
That it is in increasing progress.

incriminacion y sus clases
Attribution of a crime, guilt or default to something.It can be: recklessness severe or mild.Guilt-conscious or unconscious
guilt.Reckless offense.Infringement.

incrospito
incrospitodesorientado, ignoranteincrospito State of being when your senses are very affected by substances.           
incrospito told of a person: intoxicated by drink

incrustaba
" " embedded: first person singular preterite imperfect 40 copreterito ) indicative of the verb " embed ".Meaning of " "
embed: tr. Stuff in a smooth, hard surface stones, metals or other materials to decorate it.    Enter a body violently in
another without mixing with it. Also prnl.    Cover a surface with a hard crust.    Fix something very strong in the mind.


